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An earlier exact result (Phys. Rev. Lerf. 55 (1985). 2273) for the free energy of an oscillatordipole interacting with the radiation field is obtained using the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem. A key feature of the earlier calculation, a remarkable formula for the free energy of
the oscillator, is obtained in the form of a corresponding formula for the oscillator energy.
This confirms, by a longer, more conventional proof, the earlier result. An advantage of this
present method is that separate contributions to the energy can be isolated and discussed.
Explicit, closed-form expressions are given and the high-temperature limit is discussed.
.I-:1988AcademicPress,Inc.

I. INTRODUCTION

In an earlier publication we presented an exact calculation of the free energy of
an oscillator-dipole
interacting with the radiation field in a blackbody cavity [ 11.
There we used novel methods, those of quantum stochastic processes, to derive a
remarkable formula for the free energy of an oscillator with linear passive
dissipation. We then applied the formula to get our result for the electromagnetic
case. Although we gave a short rigorous proof of this formula, the notions and the
method of proof were novel and possibly misunderstood by some readers. Our
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main purpose here, therefore, is to obtain our exact result by an alternative, more
conventional, method using the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem.
Our earlier result was somewhat surprising in that it predicts a high-temperature
shift of the energy that is proportional
to the square of the temperature and
negative in sign. The magnitude of this shift is in agreement with that obtained by
several earlier authors using a variety of methods, but, and this was the surprise,
the sign is opposite. An advantage of this present method is that we can calculate
explicitly separate contributions to the energy. A second purpose of this present
paper, therefore, is to discuss in some detail these contributions and their relation
to the exact result.
The remarkable formula for the free energy of the oscillator takes the form

where N(W) is the oscillator susceptibility. In this formula f(o, T) is the free energy
(including zero-point energy) of a free oscillator of frequency w:
f(o,
The corresponding

T) = kB Tln[Z sinh(hw/2k,

r)].

(1.2)

formula for the oscillator energy is
U,(T)=F,(T)-TdF,(T)/dT
=-

1
x do ~(0, T) Im
7Ti 0

Here U(W, 7) is the Planck energy (including
of frequency 0:
u(u, T) = q coth

dln[a(w+iO+)J
do

.

(1.3)

zero-point energy) of a free oscillator

(1.4)

In this paper we use the fluctuationdissipation
theorem to obtain the formula (1.3)
in the special case of an oscillator interacting with the radiation field via dipole
coupling.
In Section II we describe the appropriate Hamiltonian
describing a one-dimensional oscillator in the radiation field and in Section III we use the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem (described in the Appendix) to obtain an expression
for the mean energy of the system. When we subtract the mean energy of the
radiation field in the absence of the oscillator, we obtain our formula (1.3). The
restriction to a one-dimensional oscillator is only a matter of convenience; results
for a three-dimensional
oscillator are obtained by multiplying
by three. In Section IV, we evaluate these results to obtain explicit expressions for these quantities
as well as the mean kinetic and potential energies and discuss in particular the hightemperature limit.
595/185/2-6
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II. THE HAMILTONIAN
The Hamiltonian
for a one-dimensional
oscillator-dipole,
interacting with the three-dimensional radiation field is [2, 33

2

1

+2K.~‘+H,,

where A 1 is the component
displacement, given by

of the vector potential

with charge

--e,

(2.1)

in the direction of the oscillator

A., = 1 (27dzc2/o, ~)““@,,.s .a)(f,*%,., +hQ:,,)~

(2.2)

k..>

and H, is the radiation

field Hamiltonian,

given by

H, = 1 ; hok(al,,sak,,,.+ a,,.sa:,,y).
k.s

For convenience in (2.2) we have chosen the polarization vector kk 9 to be real. In
(2.2), fk is the electron form factor, which must be such that it is uiity up to some
large cutoff frequency Q, after which it falls rapidly to zero.
The fluctuation-dissipation
theorem deals with Hermitian operator variables,
and, therefore, it will be convenient to introduce canonical field variables qk.S and
Pk,s and write
a

fk

mkmkqk.r

k~s=Ifkl

+

@k,s

(2m,hok)“2

’

(2.4)

with
mk=

Then the radiation

Hamiltonian

4TLe2

ifk

1’

(2.3) becomes
(2.6)

and from (2.2) we get
’ A,
C

=

1
k.s

(ck,.c

’ 2)

mkwkqk,s

(2.7)
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III. THE MEAN ENERGY

In the Appendix we state the fluctuationdissipation
theorem we are led to consider the Hamiltonian

ff= Krsm-C

IL\

theorem. In applying

Yk.Jk.,(f)?

this

(3.1)

where ,f( t) and fk,,( t) are c-number functions of time. The Heisenberg equations of
motion with respect to this Hamiltonian
are
@= -Kx+f(l),
1
‘%L.\= &Eliminating

(3.2)
,I

Pk.3,

the momentum

Ok., = -m,w:qk.,

+ (gk,., .<I mkoki

+fk,.Jt).

variables, we can write these as

mi+Kx-+p(t),
(3.3)
Assume now a time dependence ,f(t) =f(o) exp( - ior) and correspondingly
other variables. Then these equations become
(-mw’+K)I+iw

for the

f.Jy=r

(3.4)
mk( -co2 + 0:) qk,, - io>(C,,, ..?) m,o,.Z

=J7&.

This is a set of coupled linear equations for K and the &.,. The solution
written in the form

can be

where

is the oscillator susceptibility,
a k,s -

tck,,

‘a)

$$

a(w)
k

(3.7)
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(3.8)

is the field-oscillator
susceptibility. These are the response functions we need in
order to apply the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem.
The fluctuationdissipation
theorem (A.16) tells us immediately that

Y(t-f’)+ (x(t)x(t’)+x(t’).x(t))

fls
=-

m do coth
n 0

cos w( t - t’)

(3.9)

and that

yk,s;k,s

=;

<4k,s(r)

qk,JY(z’)

+

qk,stf’)

qk.ltt))

Im{cck.,:k,,s(o+
The mean of the Hamiltonian

iO+)} cos w(t-

I’).

(3.10)

(2.1) is

>>.

(3.11)

Here we have used the expression (2.6) for H, and then eliminated the momentum
variables using the equations of motion (3.2). Consider first the mean of the free
oscillator Hamiltonian:
1
m~2+~Kxz)=~~o~d~coth(~)(~+~)Imj~(w+i0i)}.
z

(3.12)

This result is obtained using the expression for (x’) obtained from (3.9) by setting
t’ equal to f, and the expression for (a’) obtained from the same equation by first
differentiating with respect to t and t’ and then setting 1’ equal to t.
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field Hamiltonian:

..,,k,,,(u+io+)).

(3.13)

This result is obtained from (3.10) in the same way that the result (3.12) was
obtained from (3.9). Using now the expression (3.8) for the field-oscillator susceptibility, we can write this result in the form

(HR)
=$jfdacoth
(gT)Im{-z(u~~~~~u2
B

k

W2+W:
+

uz

c

(C,,,

.q2mkw~
[(w+io+)‘-o~]2

k.v

Here in the first sum within the braces we note that, since w is positive within the
range of integration,
O’+W:
W’+O:
(W+iO+)2-u:=(u+u~)(u-uOk+iO+)

02+O;
zz---

CO+0,

[

P ----inqw-co,)
l
0 - Ok

1

(3.15)
Hence, when we form the imaginary

part, this sum contributes

where u(w, T), given by (1.4), is the Planck energy. This sum is just the mean
energy of the free radiation field in the absence of the oscillator:
UR-Tr(HRexp(-H,/k,T))/Tr{exp(-H,/k,T))

(3.17)
Using these results, (3.13) becomes
(H,

) = U, + ;

do coth (ET)

j;

B

0’ C (&, . .i-)‘m,wz
k, .t

02+W:

I(w+io+)2--W:12a(w+iO+)
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Now we can write the expression (3.6) for a(o) in the form
a(u)=

[-mw2+K-iuji(w)]-

‘,

(3.19)

where

P(u) = 2 (Ck..s
..G)2mkui&.

(3.20)

k,.r

(3.21)
and compare with (3.18), we see that we can write

The oscillator energy is defined to be the mean energy of the system of the
oscillator interacting with the radiation field minus the mean energy of the
radiation field in the absence of the oscillator:
(3.23)

U,(T) = U(T) - U,(T).

Combining

the results (3.11), (3.12), and (3.22) we find

(3.24)
Using the form (3.19) for a(o),
,,2

+

K +

io2

““k;y’]

it is a simple matter to see that
a(u)

=

1 + mu2

=I+0

Putting

-yi;f2u;

d In a(w)

this into (3.24) we obtain the remarkable
IV. EVALUATION

At T= 0 the formula

;““~?4$‘;““’

(3.25)

du

formula (1.3) for the energy.

OF THE MEAN

ENERGY

( 1.3) for the oscillator energy becomes
(4.1)
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The free energy, of course, has the same value. This is a divergent (i.e., cutoff dependent) quantity without physical significance, since it can be removed by a choice of
the zero of energy. We therefore consider only the temperature-dependent
part of
the energy:

In previous publications [ 1,4] we have shown that in the limit of infinite volume
of the blackbody radiation cavity, I/-+ X, and in the limit of large cutoff (3.20)
becomes
ii(O) = - iWM/( 1 - iox,),
where M is the renormalized

mass and
~~ = 2e’/3Mc3.

In this same limit
becomes

(4.3)

the restmass vanishes, m --t 0, and the susceptibility

@t(o)= c-Mw’/(l

-iwre)+K]-‘.

(4.4)
(3.19)
(4.5)

Note that the force-constant

of the oscillator is unchanged. There is no renorThe “renormalization
of the frequency”
introduced in some discussions, which is in fact a renormalization
of K, is not the
renormalization
procedure of quantum electrodynamics. The point is that there is
only a renormalization of particle parameters, e.g., mass or charge, not the external
potential.
The susceptibility (4.5) can also be written in the form
malization

of the potential

energy.

a(w) =

1 - iwz,
M(-u’+o+-by)

where

With this form, we see readily that (4.2) becomes

(4.8 1
Now in general 5, is a very short time; if e and A4 are the electron charge and mass,
then re ‘v 2 x 1O-“4 sec. Therefore, we may in general require that ti/k,T>>
TV.
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Then in the first term within the braces in (4.8) we may neglect w2r,2 in the
denominator to get
U,(T)-U,(O)=

-

7Ttr(k,Ty
6h

1 x
+--i,
dw

ho
(co2+ @j)y
exp(ho/k, T) - 1 (~0~- ~0;)~ + w2yz’
(4.9)

The remaining
of (4.6)

integral is exactly what one would get if in (4.2) one used in place
1
%(o) = M(-02+W;-iiOy)’

(4.10)

which is the susceptibility corresponding to the familiar phenomenological
DrudeLorentz model of dissipation (Ohmic friction) with friction constant [ = My. It may
be of some interest that this integral can also be expressed in closed form. Thus, if
we make the change of variables
(4.11)
then (4.9) can be written [5]
U,(T)

- u,(O) = =--

nT,(k, T)*
+4k,TRe
6h

ii

-7 x dJ,y(y*+z2)-‘(e2”-“-

I)-’

0

m,(kg T)’
+k,TRe(2zlnz-2$(z)6k

l},

(4.12)

where $(z) = d In I-( ;)/dz is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function. In
the high-temperature limit, k, TB hw,, this expression becomes
U,(T)

- u,(O) - -

nr,(k, T)’ +k,T-$ln6h

nk,T
s...
ho, +

(4.13)

The leading term is negative. This is the surprising result we first obtained in
Ref. [ 11, a result opposite in sign to that obtained by a considerable number of
previous investigators. The second term, keT, is the familiar equipartition energy
and, because of the smallness of T,. is much the larger term.
Some understanding of the apparently paradoxical sign of the high-temperature
T2 term is obtained if we form the vibrational kinetic energy
KE( T) =

; hf.<-’

h
s0
=%I
i

>

Ocdo coth
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This is obtained from (3.9) just as was (3.12). We stress that this
energy is formed with the renormalized (observed) mass. In
considering the bare mass is zero and the renormalized mass is
magnetic origin. Forming now the temperature-dependent
part
and using the form (4.6) for u(o), we find

KE(T) - KE(0) = f j; do exp(Ao/k,l
= dkBT)2-k
6A

U5T,
T) - 1 (0.1~- wi)2 + 02y’

TRe

z*~~z~z.,

B

[2:lrr-2$(Z)-

where 2 is again given by (4.11). In the high-temperature

KE( T) - m(0) N

7rTE(kB
T)2 1
6j
+Tk,T(l

vibrational kinetic
the limit we are
entirely of electroof this expression

l]},

limit this becomes

fiY

-yr,)-;

(4.15)

(4.16)

The leading term here is the same as in (4.13), but now it is positive, as it must be.
The second term is the equipartition kinetic energy, with a negligibly small correction due to the finite width of the quantum levels.
The mean of the oscillator potential energy is
PE( T) =

; Kx2
i

>

do coth

(4.17)

Note that this is equal to the mean (3.12) of the unrenormalized free oscillator
Hamiltonian,
since the difference is K!?(T) multiplied by the ratio m/M, which is
zero. Forming the temperature-dependent
part and using the form (4.6) for E(W),
we find
PE( T) - PE(0) = ; s(: do

exp(ho/k,

’

W3Y
T) - 1 (w* -CD;)’ + w2y2

[2z In Z-2Z$(Z)-ikBT-$in-

2XkB T
ho + ....

l]
(4.18)

Here the leading term is the equipartition potential energy.
As we have noted, the mean potential energy can be isolated in the expression
(3.11) for the mean of the Hamiltonian
of the system of oscillator plus bath,
U(T)=f’E(T)+

CffR),

(4.19)
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but the mean kinetic energy is part of (HR); it is of electromagnetic origin. One
might be tempted to take E(T) = KE( T) + PE( T) to be the oscillator energy, but
this ignores what one can call the energy of interaction with the electromagnetic
field. In the high-temperature limit this energy of interaction is negative, equal to
twice the kinetic energy.
The entropy associated with the oscillator can be obtained from the familiar
thermodynamic
relation between free energy, energy, and entropy: F= U- TS.
Since the high-temperature
T* dependence of the oscillator energy and free energy
have opposite signs, we see immediately that
S,(T)-

m k;T
-+-+

. ...

How does one understand this negative entropy associated with the presence of the
oscillator? We think the way to say it is that the oscillator “loads” the normal
modes of the cavity, thereby reducing their fluctuations and the corresponding
entropy. Support for this view is given by the perturbative calculation of Barton
c71.

The positive sign of the T’ contribution to the mean kinetic energy explains the
error made by at least some of the earlier investigators: they thought they were
caculating Uo( T), but in fact the quantity calculated was KY(T). As we have
argued, it is the free energy F,(T) which corresponds to the measured quantity
[ 1, 63. As we see from (1.3), a negative T’ term in Uo( T) implies a positive T* term
in F,(T).

APPENDIX:

THE FLUCTUATION-DISSIPATION

THEOREM

The roots of the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem can be traced back through
Onsager and Nyquist to Einstein, and perhaps beyond. However, the precisely
stated mechanical form we use first appeared in the classic paper of Callen and
Welton [S]. By now the theorem is familiar to every educated physicist, but its very
familiarity has spawned so many versions and such a variety of terminology that we
feel it necessary to state the theorem once again. That is the purpose of this
appendix. For a modern textbook in which the theorem is discussed and proved,
see Landau and Lifshitz [9]. A more formal proof along the lines of our statement
is given by Case [lo].
The theorem is very general. It has to do with a system with Hamiltonian
Ho,
which is otherwise unspecified. (A Hamiltonian
must be a Hermitian operator with
a spectrum bounded from below. The lower bound must be an eigenvalue, and the
corresponding eigenvector is the ground state.) If the system is in equilibrium
at
temperature T, then the thermal expectation of an operator 0 is defined to be
(CC) = Tr [COexp( - H,,/k, T) )/Tr{ exp( - Ho/k, T) j.

(A.1 1
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The Heisenberg operator at time t which is equal to the operator 0 at time t =0 is
P(r) =exp(iH,rjfi)

0 exp( -iH,t/li).

(A.21

These are the basic notions required for the statement of the theorem.
Consider a set of operators for the system j’, . JJ~, ... . For simplicity we assume
j= 1, 2. ... .

(J,,> =o;
The correlation

(A.3)

functions are defined to be

Q,JAr- t’) I;<?‘,

I.!Jt’) + ?Ik(f’) y,(t)).

Next consider the perturbed time-dependent

HW=H*-1

(A.41

Hamiltonian

y,~,(r).

(A.51

where fj(t); j= 1, 2, .. .. are real c-number functions of time (generalized
forces) which vanish in the distant past,
Lim
I---f

f,(,t) = 0.

applied

(‘4.6)

It is assumed that in the distant past (t = - cc) the system is in equilibrium under
the Hamiltonian
Ho and one considers the subsequent development under the
perturbed Hamiltonian
H. This time development corresponds to the unitary
transformation U(t) that is the solution of the equation

(A.71
subject to the condition

in the distant past,
Lim U(t) exp(iH,t/h)
I - - -7,

= 1.

(A.8 1

One then introduces
?‘J”(t)-

(U’(t)y,U(r)),

(A.91

which is the thermal expectation of the operator y, developing in time under the
action of the applied forces f!(t), fi( r), ... . If these forces are weak one may expand,
.$Yr1 ==c 1’

I; -%

dt’m,,,(t - t’)fk(r’).

neglecting terms higher than linear in the forces. The functions a,Jt)

(A.lO)
are the linear
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responsefunctions, also called

the generalized susceptibilities. In terms of the
operators y,, one can use perturbation theory to show

‘,,!f(t)=i

(A.11)

( [VjCt)3Vjl> e(t)2

where O(t) is the Heaviside function.
One now introduces the Fourier transform of the correlation

functions,
(A.12)

$,,du) = j’x’ dt e”“‘$,Jt).

~%

The Fourier transform of the response function is a bit special:
Cj,k(O) = I’* dt eiZ’X,,Jt),

Imz>O.

(A.13)

0

This is clearly analytic in the upper half z-plane. On the real axis one must evaluate
the limit as z approaches real w from above, z + w + iO+. This corresponds to the
condition (A.8).
With these preliminaries we can now state the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem:

~,,&4=;coth
(ST) [iijik(u + iO+)-

C&~(CLI
+ iO+)*].

(A.14)

If k = j the quantity in brackets is
(A.15)

E,~,(o+iO+)-Ej,j(o+iO+)*=2iIm~~,,,(o+iO+)}.

The reality condition requires that this be an odd function of w. Therefore, for this
case, forming the inverse Fourier transform, the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem
can be written

This is the form we shall need.
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Nore added in proof: In [ 111, which presents a detailed discussion
of the Langevin
equation
approach
to dissipative
problems,
we discuss the kind of pitfalls that one must avoid in carrying
out
calculations
involving
a heat bath.
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